INSTITUTIONAL MODERNIZATION VS. COMPETITIVENESS OF ECONOMIES

The issue of modernization, including institutional one, is complicated by its interdisciplinary character, time, spatial, subjective and objective scope. The main objective of the study is to present the modernization in an evolutionary approach with reference to institutional modernization and its impact on the competitiveness of European economies, including Polish economy. Implementing the adopted goals, the method of desk research analysis was applied. The most important challenges faced by individual economies and regions at the beginning of the 21st century were pointed out, and the importance of the sequence of connections and feedback between institutional modernization - systemic and institutional transformation – and the international competitiveness of the country and region, was emphasized. Final conclusions indicate, among others, that the competitiveness of Poland and its regions (positions) requires overcoming the obstacles that include tax regulations (complexity of the system), excessive fiscalism, labor law barriers and instability of economic policy.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the complexity of the world and economies, making decisions and choices is the consequence of analyzing a number of factors of an economic, institutional, financial, legal, social, religious, ethical and moral nature. Hence the need for interdisciplinarity in the field of scientific research and business practice. Only such a broad perspective on the issues of the modern world gives an opportunity for its institutional modernization taking into account well-known phenomena such as globalization, sustainable development, inequality, poverty, competitiveness as well as new needs and challenges of civilization, which due to
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high dynamics of changes in human capital and technical progress and technological development will be revealed in the next years.

Modernization consists in introducing changes that create a new way of thinking in a specific field or the entire economy. The issue of modernization is complicated not only by its interdisciplinary character, but also by temporal and spatial, subjective and objective scope. The issue in question is important not only from the practical point of view, i.e. actual need for institutional modernization of modern economies, but also from theoretical one, as H.U. Wehler pointed out at the beginning of the 21st century “The profitability of modernizing the theory of modernization is more than ever a contentious issue”\(^3\). It is believed that the broad reflection on modernization is still a necessity and a challenge for theoreticians and practitioners, for the world of science, business and economic policy.

The main objective of the study is to present the category of modernization in terms of evolution with reference to institutional modernization and its potential impact on the competitiveness of European economies, including Polish economy. Implementation of the adopted objective required an answer to the following questions: 1) about the theoretical basis of modernization; 2) about the competitiveness of European economies and the role of institutions in this area.

When implementing the adopted goals, considerations were based on the subject literature and existing data using the method of desk research analysis. The existing data helped to collect and analyze the theoretical and empirical material in terms of selected research topic.

2. MODERNIZATION IN AN EVOLUTIONARY APPROACH – AS A SOURCE OF REFLECTION ON THE SHAPE OF MODERN INSTITUTIONAL MODERNIZATION OF ECONOMIES

The category “modernization” appeared in the 1950s as the effect of a "language emptiness" that did not provide the proper\(^4\) definition of the “social progress” → “social transformation” in underdeveloped countries. In addition, economists have come to the conclusion that when examining economic growth, one should consider long-term phenomena and processes that take place in psychological or institutional factors. W.W. Rostow indicated that analyzing the growth should explain the impact of non-economic factors, including, among others, the so-called a tendency to innovate, a tendency to develop the knowledge of physical and social sciences, or a tendency to use science for economic purposes\(^5\). Modernization is a fundamental concept of contemporary humanities. It is a category from the borderline of history and sociology. According to M. Kornat, this is industrialization and a conscious effort to change human consciousness\(^6\). Therefore, modernization is the process of creating, implementing and popularizing a “new one” in the


\(^4\) Notions such as “Europeanization” or “civilization” were not fully accepted. H.U. Wehler, *Modernizacja, nacjonalizm…*, p. 52–53.


world of science and politics, in the area of technology, culture or institutions, the effect of which is always determined reaction / change / social transformation, that is not always positive, so-called regressive modernization. Generally speaking, modernization means the process of changes leading to the creation of a modern society. It should be clearly emphasized that it is difficult to talk about “separating” the social from economic modernization, and economic from social modernization. The same issue applies to the consequences of the modernization process, i.e. social change and economic transformation. Therefore, the construction of new modernization concepts, as well as empirical analysis of the modernization process and its consequences is a challenge for contemporary science and practice.

H.U. Wehler, an expert on history, sociology and economics, points, among others, to fundamental advantages of the theory of modernization – dealing with “epochal, long-lasting, violent transformation...” – which can be presented as follows:

1. they form the basis for the analysis of overall social transformations offering categories related to the studied macro-planes, however, not abstracting from micro-problems;
2. modernization considered as an ideal type, can be presented as broadly and comprehensively as possible, and in a logically compact way;
3. they are characterized by a kind of flexibility;
4. they create an area for wider comparative perspectives;
5. they give an opportunity to capture historical developments, taking into account past and future phenomena;
6. they are highly useful in the study of general social transformation.

Moreover, he indicates that theories of modernization are not currently a “compact theoretical system”, but “the area of problems and possible solutions”, which consists of “achievements of various social sciences”.

In addition to such modernization, the concept of “reflexive modernization” deserves special attention. A. Giddens distinguished two types of modernization: simple and reflexive modernization. Simple modernization is characteristic of the industrial era associated with scientific and technological progress, where change is a predictable process (in terms of sources and effects of modernization). In turn, reflexive modernization comes from deep social processes (globalization, changes in everyday life, post-traditional society) without pointing to the directions / effects of future development (Figure 1). The era of industrialization is a period, in which the role of the dominant sector driving the economic growth of the country is taken over by industry, while in post-industrialism, by the sphere of services and broadly understood knowledge and information. Industrialism and post-industrialism are fundamentally different in their nature of technical change (innovation).

According to U. Beck – distinguishing reflexive and reflective modernization – simple modernization means eradicating traditional social forms and replacing them with industrial social forms, in turn, reflexive modernizing – the uprooting and re-embedding of industrial social forms due to another modernity. The reflexive modernization – in his opinion – is essentially imperceptible, as a consequence of an ordinary, autonomous modernization.
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7 H.W. Wehler, Modernizacja, nationalizm..., p. 47, 85–90.
within the existing political and economic order. He emphasizes that social change can happen without shocks like the crisis. It is a transition from industrial society to a society of risk. In turn, the increase in knowledge and science is associated with the self-reflection over modernization (reflexive modernization)\textsuperscript{10}. Reflexive modernization creates the possibility of creatively influencing the natural, social and mental environment\textsuperscript{11}.

Fig. 1. Modernization in an evolutionary approach
Source: own study based on A. Giddens, Poza lewicą i prawicą..., p. 92.

Summing up, it should be pointed out that modernization is of an evolutionary nature, because it leads to changes spread over time, i.e. from the backwardness to the industrial stage, i.e. industrialization, post-industrial stage and currently re-industrialization. The theory of modernization covers both the economic and social sphere of human life, and as M. Leszczyńska points out, apart from an important contribution to the progress in the field of technology, it brought the most complete view of changes in a society to date.\textsuperscript{12}

3. INSTITUTIONAL MODERNIZATION OF POLISH ECONOMY – SELECTED ELEMENTS

In the context of the above issues, it is necessary to mention after R. Wapiński\textsuperscript{13}, that the pace of civilization changes in the Polish territory was significantly slower than in Western Europe – as a result of previous eras heritage and the result of the long-term reign of “real socialism” – and the range of short-term intense modernization processes was limited to the Vistula line, which significantly contributed to identify peripheral areas also identified in current reality. The pursuit of Polish economic thought for social modernization and modernization of the economy was inseparable from the historical background and in a significant part it can be used to build a new vision of Polish economy.

In Poland, during the command-and-distribution economy, the implementation of economic policy for dynamizing the economic growth through industrialization of the economy was undertaken three times. However, they ended with a deterioration of the


\textsuperscript{11} S. Lash, Refleksyjność i jej sobowtór: struktura, estetyka, wspólnota, [[in:] U. Beck, A. Giddens, S. Lash, Modernizacja refleksyjna..., p. 149–150.

\textsuperscript{12} M. Leszczyńska, Modernizacja i rozwój społeczny w perspektywie teorii socjologicznych, „Nierówności Społeczne a Wzrost Gospodarczy” 2012, Vol. 5, p. 33–34.

economic situation, including in the area of inefficient structure of the economy and material situation of the population. It was associated with the fact of industrialization subordinated to political doctrine\textsuperscript{14}. The literature on the subject indicates, however, that the intensified industrialization of Poland led to the transformation of Poland from the raw material and agricultural into an industrial and agricultural country, and industrialization in this period was based mainly on the development of the raw material and energy base, development of the machine and chemical industry\textsuperscript{15}. Features of the institutionalization process in the command-and-distribution economy were, among others, following: the “top-down” nature of public institutions establishing, politicization and ideologization of various institutions, underdevelopment or lack of certain types of institutions, uneven development of individual institutions, including the so-called formal and legal “over-institutionalization”, and social “under-institutionalization”, or underdevelopment of intra-institutional mechanisms of social transformations\textsuperscript{16}. In the economy of this period, the role of the state institutional system focused on the mechanism of planning and enforcing the established assumptions. In turn, in the period of systemic transformation, the market and its mechanisms became the basic institution\textsuperscript{17}

The reconstruction of Poland’s political and economic system from a centrally planned to a market economy was an extremely difficult and complicated task. It required development and consistent implementation of the strategy. From theoretical point of view, one can distinguish a shock strategy, also known as a radical one and a strategy of gradual transition.

The radical strategy consists in a one-time and complete transition from a centrally planned economy to a fully free market economy. It is an abstract category, as it is assumed that its implementation will be fast covering both broadly understood system infrastructure and principles of managing the economic life and mechanism of economy functioning. However, making quick changes to the rules of managing the economy and its processes as well as mechanism of its functioning is possible but very costly. On the other hand, a one-off transformation of the system infrastructure is practically impossible, since the change of institutional bases of the economy, in particular law and forms of ownership and the principles of business organization, requires a longer period and is associated with incurring the economic and social costs. The change in the ownership relations of the principles of central authorities’ influence, especially of the government, on various types of economic institutions and their functioning, which will not cause an immediate, radical way of functioning of these institutions, is of key importance for the system transformation processes. These institutions are very diverse and include both organizational arrangements

in the formal and legal sense (including households, production, commercial and service enterprises, banks, trade unions), as well as institutionalized and therefore sanctioned by traditions, custom or law, relevant patterns of behavior and behavior in the sphere of the economy.\(^\text{18}\)

Practical experience shows that in the first stage measures should be taken towards macroeconomic stabilization, opening the economy, and then initiate changes in the basic elements of the system infrastructure and consistently implement the processes of decentralization and restructuring as well as privatization and re-privatization. The creation of new enterprises, modernization of social benefits infrastructure, including in particular the change in the status and functions of institutions dealing with education and higher education, health care and social care, are also of significant importance. Conducting these changes is associated with incurring considerable own and foreign inputs, and also requires a longer period of time.

On the other hand, strategy of gradual transition from a centrally planned to a market economy is based on the evolutionary reconstruction of the political and economic system. This strategy assumes, among others, that existing institutions and enterprises (especially state-owned) have a certain value and therefore their rapid elimination would be unjustified. Thus, in the first stage of transformation, old and new institutions and enterprises may operate simultaneously. However, it is important to generate conditions that enable new businesses to gain an advantage, which is undoubtedly possible over a longer period of time. Creating institutional and instrumental conditions enabling to make autonomous decisions regarding saving investment, consumption, production, sales or exchange with foreign countries requires: changing the ownership relations and introducing the private property rights, defining and establishing the right to conclude contracts, the right to create new enterprises and their autonomy, liquidation of the monopoly of foreign and monetary trade of the state, introduction of autonomy (independence) of the central bank and the two-tier banking system, creation of a new tax system and generation of the market environment, including in particular the business one.\(^\text{19}\)

In the strategy of systemic transformation, transformation of mechanisms for the development of external links, i.e. foreign goods and services trade and foreign exchange of production factors, is very important. Its implementation can be carried out in a shock (radical) way or as gradual opening of the economy. The goal of this strategy is to increase the benefits of dynamically growing foreign turnover and increase their importance in the socio-economic development of the country.

Active participation of a given country in the international division of labor is determined primarily by the scope and strength of the external environment and by the scope and dynamics of the ongoing institutional and structural changes within the economy.

Political transformation in Poland was primarily an institutional change. In the nineties of the twentieth century, it was emphasized that rapid modernization of the structure of Polish economy would allow for the dynamization of economic growth in the long-term perspective and for achieving the level of European standards. The most important factors

---


determining the structural changes of this period were in the majority those referring to the specifics of institutional modernization20.

- opening of Polish market for foreign competition,
- changes in connections with the global and especially European market,
- privatization process,
- changes in cooperative relations,
- construction of a new regulatory infrastructure,
- creation of technical progress and new technologies.

It was then emphasized that there is a need in Polish economy to increase the share of modernized branches with high-tech parameters21.

It should be emphasized here that despite various evaluations of the process of the economy modernization in this period (poor modernization), no negative effects prevailed over positive ones22.

Currently, as the literature on the subject indicates, overcoming the developmental weaknesses of Polish economy, i.e. regional diversity, low level of innovation, medium income trap, weakness of industrial policy, barriers to private sector development, it would have to involve a deep modernization of the existing institutional order, the characteristic feature of which is continuous (despite evolutionary changes) underdevelopment of institutions borrowed, among others, from the market model23. The characteristics of selected institutional areas within Polish economic model are presented in Table 1.

In the opinion of J. Winiecki, economic institutions and policy conducted within these institutions are extremely important for the process of economic development24. Therefore, it should be emphasized that the breakthrough moment of institutional modernization of Polish economy was the internationalization process combined with affiliation to international economic organizations, i.e.25:

- 1989 – beginning of economic transformations in Central Europe;
- 1995 – accession to the World Trade Organization;
- 1996 – accession to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development;
- 1999 – joining the North Atlantic Treaty Organization;
- 2004 – joining the European Union;
- 2007 – joining the Schengen Area.
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21 Ibidem, p. 11.
Table 1. Features of selected institutional areas of Polish economy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institutional area</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type and scope of competition on the product market</td>
<td>Competition of a price nature, small significance of quality competition. Key role of foreign investors. Low capacity to accumulate domestic resources. Administrative and legal-administrative burden, bureaucracy. Investment barriers. Important function of the sector of small and medium enterprises – dominance of microenterprises. Very poor consumer movement and public institutions to protect competition and consumers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Way of organizing the labor market and influence of entities of this market on the amount of wages</td>
<td>Non-stabilized, changeable, limited trilateral relations government – business – trade unions. Market coordination of labor relations. Strong segmentation of the labor market, combination of etatism (country as the strongest participant in trilateral relations), weak corporatism (industries and companies with the participation of the state treasury, public sector) and dominant pluralism (private sector). Employer's market, weak position of employees and strong position of employers. Persistent high structural unemployment and labor migration.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Summing up, it should be said that current considerations on the modernization of Polish economy cover very diverse issues, including demographic, infrastructural, energy, health and ecological issues considered in the local, regional and national perspective. Moreover, the process of modernization changes in Poland has been external for many years, which results from the fact of membership and accepted economic strategies of the European Union. An important development factor defined, among others, in the current Europe 2020 strategy, is modernization of knowledge and technology transfer that requires significant and real institutional changes in the science, higher education and research and development sectors, including enterprises. It is referred to as re-industrialization and consists in the development of innovation leading to a significant reduction in production costs, efficiency gains, reduction in the use of primary raw materials and energy demand, lowering production emissions and improving work safety. Re-industrialization after post-industrialism is to be the carrier of the development of European economies based on reconstruction and new dynamics of industrial development.

4. IMPACT OF THE INSTITUTIONAL FACTOR ON THE COMPETITIVENESS OF EUROPEAN AND POLISH ECONOMY

The concept of international competitiveness is ambiguous, dynamic and relative. An attempt to define this category has been undertaken by many theoreticians from various sources.
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scientific disciplines, including economics, management, organization or sociology, as well as a number of renowned institutions such as: OECD, EU, IMD, World Economic Forum (WEF), ministries of the US government and Great Britain. Among the formulated definitions\textsuperscript{27} in our opinion, definition of J. Bossak and the World Economic Forum deserves attention.

According to J. Bossak, “A competitive economy is one that adapts its socio-economic goals and a mechanism of functioning not only to internal conditions but also to international conditions; at the same time, it is able to take effective actions that not only creatively use the changes taking place in the structure of global economy to stimulate one’s own development, but will also affect changes in competitive conditions in a way that ensures greater benefits from participation in the international division of labor\textsuperscript{28}. Competitive ability should therefore be understood as a dynamic trait (property) of the national economic system expressing its long-term ability to be actively and anticipated adaptation to changing internal and external conditions, the effect of which is to increase or retain participation in the benefits of participating in the international labor division.

However, according to the World Economic Forum, international competitiveness of the national economy is determined by “A set of policy and institution factors that determine the level of productivity in the country and cause that the national economy is able to develop relatively quickly on medium to long-term scale”\textsuperscript{29}. In the above-mentioned definitions, an emphasis was placed on institutional factors that have significant impact on the competitiveness of the economy and region of each country. The process of enriching the definition of international competitiveness with an emphasis on the importance of the institutional environment in national and regional economies included in its definition\textsuperscript{30} was mainly caused by dynamic development of the theory of economics and the ongoing restructuring and modernization processes.

The concept of new institutional economy and its supporters indicate that the production capacity of the economy is determined primarily by its institutional shape, and to a lesser extent by technical capabilities. They emphasize that it is not only the quality of the institutions themselves that is important, but also the quality of links between institutions that generate certain institutional system in each country. The quality of institutions has quite significant impact on the degree, to which a given economy is productive and innovative, and in which it is attractive to mobile production factors on an international scale. Institutions are created on various levels and are subject to continuous modernization and transformation.

Institutional competitiveness can be considered both in the microeconomic, as well as in meso or macroeconomic dimension, and it also refers to the entities’ ability to achieve social success. It should be emphasized that institutions are not the only source of

\textsuperscript{27} W. Bieńkowski described about 400 definitions of this category, W. Bieńkowski, \textit{Rola polityki rządowej w poprawie konkurencyjności kraju w warunkach globalizacji i integracji regionalnej}, Zeszyty Naukowe Politechniki Poznańskiej, No. 32, Poznań 2001.


\textsuperscript{29} J. Borowski, \textit{Koncepcje teoretyczne konkurencyjności międzynarodowej}, „OPTIMUM, Studia Ekonomiczne” No. 4(76) 2015.

competitiveness of the economy, but nevertheless they are an important aspect of it. In the competitiveness reports issued annually by the World Economic Forum (WEF), the institutions were included in the group of key factors (referred to as the base), that testify to the state’s competitive position.

Authors of the World Economic Forum report will present the ranking of countries based on the evaluation of the so-called global competitiveness index – GCI. They take into account macroeconomic conditions of the country, quality of public institutions and technological advancement. Computed methods are used to calculate this indicator, but it is one of the most important and commonly used synthetic indices for measuring the international competitive ability. Method used by the authors of the report is to characterize each country by means of several dozen indicators, which belong to the resultant and factor measures, giving them appropriate weights and rank according to the weighted sum of these indicators. In 2008 ranking in the general classification, Poland was ranked as 53rd. The top ten of this classification included 5 European countries: Denmark (3), Sweden (4), Finland (6), Germany (7), The Netherlands (8). However, distribution of the GCI index included in the “Global competitiveness report 2017–2018” informs that Europe is still the leader of competitiveness, because in TOP 10, as many as 6 countries are from this continent. The competitiveness of Europe as a continent is basically based on a group of the most developed economies. However, there is a significant diversity of development and, as in previous years, a relatively worse situation in the south of Europe. Poland is ranked 39th in the ranking. In the assessment of the XII fundamentals of the GCI in 2007–2017 (I. Institutions, II. Infrastructure, III. Macro Environment, IV. Health and Elementary Education, V. Higher Education, VI. Efficiency of Goods Market, VII. Efficiency of Labor Market, VIII. Development of Financial Markets, IX. Technological Openness, X. Size of Market, XI. Complexity of Business, XII. Innovativeness), there has been the systematic decline in Institution Ratings (FI) observed for several years. Low ratings of institutions, which significantly determine the competitiveness of economies, result, among others, from:

- excessive regulatory burden,
- poor transparency of procedures,
- insufficient level of social trust and procedural transparency.

Values of the competitiveness fundamentals according to the GCI 4.0 index for Poland in 2017 indicate high assessment of the macroeconomic environment, low assessment of the innovation potential and, unfortunately, weak institutional layer and efficiency of the labor market. The diagnosed distribution of barriers to the development of Polish economy for
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33 P. Boguszewski, D. Mirowska-Wierzbicka, *Globalny raport konkurencyjności 2017–18 Świataowego Forum Gospodarczego*, Warszawa September 27, 2017, pp. 18, 21–23, 31, https://www.nbp.pl/aktualnosci/wiadomosci_2017/GCR2017-18.pdf. It is based on the EOS questionnaire addressed to members of supervisory boards and boards of enterprises participating in the survey. The respondents are asked about the situation in the country, not in a particular company. In 2017, the survey was conducted in 148 countries on a sample of approximately 14,000 respondents. The final assessment of the country – the global competitiveness index (GCI) - is a multi-level weighted sum of answers to individual questions and results of the so-called hard assessments of the country (mainly some macroeconomic characteristics). The study uses 150 variables.
Institutional modernization…

this period indicates, among others, the following (according to the hierarchy of importance):

- tax regulations,
- excessive fiscalism,
- barriers to labor law,
- instability of economic policy,
- inefficient public administration,
- employee qualifications,
- access to finance,
- systemic instability.

Among the strongest barriers to the competitiveness of the Polish economy in 2017, following were listed: tax regulations (complexity of the system), excessive fiscalism, labor law barriers and instability of economic policy. This is confirmed, among others, by the results of research published by the Ministry of Development. They show that the main barriers hindering the introduction of new technologies in manufacturing companies from the MSP sector are primarily formal and official difficulties, i.e. bureaucracy (40.6% of indications of the surveyed companies), lack of incentives from public authorities (36.7%), as well as unfavorable tax solutions (33.9%). In turn, for 15% of respondents, the barrier to implement the new technologies is the lack of sufficient skills of the staff. Less than 10% of respondents indicated the need to ensure stable legal regulations (8.2%)34.

These are areas that require important reflections and practical actions for institutional modernization that provides economic order indispensable in the process of strengthening and developing not only Polish companies, but all stakeholders positive effects of economic development. These issues are raised by Zybała A. when he writes that “Low-quality legal provisions are accompanied by deeply rooted tendency to regulate in detail all the actions performed by state institutions or their participation, meticulous formulation of orders and prohibitions addressed to citizens, companies or public institutions. There are attempts to describe any circumstances that may arise during the implementation of the policy/programs. This is different approach to law-making than, for example, in Anglo-Saxon countries, where the law only sets the area of activity in a frame. It leaves a large area for public administration and policy stakeholders.” The author also indicates that the aim of modernization activities should be to increase the ability to use instruments that would allow the state and society to act effectively on a meso and micro scale, not only on a macro scale, i.e. on the levels of operation of the entire policy sphere35.

### Table 2. Competitiveness index for Polish regions in 2016 in the area of Institutions – Basic Dimension group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>RCI 2016 0-100</th>
<th>GDP per head (PPS) EU28=100 Score Rank</th>
<th>Institutions 0-100 Score Rank</th>
<th>Basic dimension 0-100 Score Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Łódzki</td>
<td>37.5 181/263</td>
<td>62 221/263</td>
<td>36.9 195/263</td>
<td>46.9 205/263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazowiecki</td>
<td>50.5 150/263</td>
<td>108 80/263</td>
<td>36.4 199/263</td>
<td>51.2 186/263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Małopolski</td>
<td>42.4 171/263</td>
<td>60 228/263</td>
<td>39.3 186/263</td>
<td>53.6 170/263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śląski</td>
<td>43.2 170/263</td>
<td>70 199/263</td>
<td>35.2 203/263</td>
<td>51.3 185/263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lubelski</td>
<td>33.5 197/263</td>
<td>47 251/263</td>
<td>38.0 190/263</td>
<td>45.5 208/263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Podkarpacki</td>
<td>31.2 204/263</td>
<td>47 250/263</td>
<td>36.7 197/263</td>
<td>48.5 197/263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Świętokrzyski</td>
<td>34.2 194/263</td>
<td>49 245/263</td>
<td>37.5 191/263</td>
<td>47.1 202/263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Podlaski</td>
<td>29.7 211/263</td>
<td>48 246/263</td>
<td>41.1 177/263</td>
<td>48.6 196/263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wielkopolski</td>
<td>35.3 190/263</td>
<td>72 195/263</td>
<td>38.1 188/263</td>
<td>50.6 188/263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachodniopomorski</td>
<td>32.7 198/263</td>
<td>56 235/263</td>
<td>39.5 184/263</td>
<td>48.0 198/263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lubuski</td>
<td>31.6 202/263</td>
<td>56 236/263</td>
<td>40.8 179/263</td>
<td>47.7 199/263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolnośląski</td>
<td>38.8 177/263</td>
<td>75 184/263</td>
<td>35.2 203/263</td>
<td>46.8 205/263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opolski</td>
<td>31.0 205/263</td>
<td>54 240/263</td>
<td>42.8 169/263</td>
<td>51.0 187/263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kujawsko-Pomorski</td>
<td>29.7 211/263</td>
<td>55 239/263</td>
<td>42.4 171/263</td>
<td>47.5 200/263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warmińsko-Mazurski</td>
<td>29.4 215/263</td>
<td>48 248/263</td>
<td>40.0 182/263</td>
<td>47.2 202/263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pomorski</td>
<td>38.7 179/263</td>
<td>65 214/263</td>
<td>40.8 179/263</td>
<td>50.2 190/263</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Barriers to the development of European economies are also presented in a Regional Competitiveness Index (RCI) published in 2010 in Europe (every three years – the last report from 2016)36. The index includes 263 regions of the European Union. In the first,
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basic group (Basic Dimension), among others, the quality of operation of key state and regional institutions is verified. Generally, this group is made up of factors treated as essential and fundamental for the socio-economic development of the region, i.e. institutions, macroeconomic stability, infrastructure, health and basic education. Poland ranked 16th in the European Union in terms of regional competitiveness.

Detailed results for Polish regions in the Institutions area are presented in Table 2.

In conclusion, it should be emphasized that one of the basic factors for development of creativity and improvement of region’s competitiveness are the institutional environment and institutional density. Institutional density or institutional concentration in the region results from its organizational and institutional level. It affects the participation and place of the spatial unit in functional relations with the environment. Its degree can generate, among others:

- opportunities to use external benefits appearing in the environment,
- tendency to innovate and to cooperate both on the basis of exogenous and endogenous sources,
- climate conducive to the inflow of foreign direct investment,
- new sources of regional competitiveness – learning regions, innovation clusters, etc.

Conducted research on the institutional density of regions, including in Finland, Scotland and the Cambridge region, prove that an extensive and coordinated institutional system contributes to the development of a knowledge-based economy, the flow of innovation, development and knowledge transfer. We believe that such research on institutional density should be more widely undertaken in Poland, the results of which would enable defining the directions and degree of intensity of institutional modernization and improving the competitiveness of the country and regions.

5. FINAL CONCLUSIONS

Authors of the present study pointed out the most important challenges facing individual economies and regions at the beginning of the 21st century, while underlining the importance of the sequence of connections and feedback between institutional modernization – the system and institutional transformation – and the international competitiveness of the country and the region. Paying special attention to institutional modernization, the authors stated that:

- modernization processes require full engagement on the partnership basis of all entities operating both at the micro and macro level, including in particular local government, business and research,
• institutional environment and institutional density are of significant importance for development of creativity and improvement of the competitiveness of the country and regions,
• improving the competitiveness of Poland and its regions (their positions) requires overcoming the obstacles, which include tax regulations (complexity of the system), excessive fiscalism, barriers to labor law and instability of economic policy,
• undoubtedly, this requires accelerating the modernization processes in shaping the more efficient and effective institutional order (system).
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INTERNET SOURCES

Zagadnienie modernizacji, w tym modernizacji instytucjonalnej, jest tematem skomplikowanym ze względu na jego interdyscyplinarny charakter, jak również zakres czasowy, przestrzenny, podmiotowy i przedmiotowy. Głównym celem artykułu jest prezentacja modernizacji w ujęciu ewolucyjnym w odniesieniu do modernizacji instytucjonalnej i jej wpływu na konkurencyjność gospodarek europejskich, w tym gospodarki polskiej. Cele zostały osiągnięte przy użyciu metody badawczej Desk Research. W artykule wskazano na najważniejsze wyzwania stojące przed poszczególnymi gospodarkami i regionami na początku XXI wieku oraz podkreślono znaczenie sekwencji powiązań i informacji zwrotnych między modernizacją instytucjonalną – transformacją ustrojową i instytucjonalną, jak również podkreślono międzynarodową konkurencyjność kraju i regionu. Koncepcyjne wnioski wskazują, że konkurencyjność Polski i jej regionów (ich pozycji) wymaga pokonywania barier, w tym przede wszystkim przepisów podatkowych (złożoność systemu), nadmiernego fiscalizmu, barier w prawie pracy i niestabilności polityki gospodarczej.
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